What Followers Want from Leaders:

Capitalizing on Diversity
To meet people’s needs, you must first embrace their uniqueness.
By Chantel C. Upshur-Myles
oday’s diverse workforce
provides both challenges
and opportunities. It can
offer creativity, energy, and
new approaches to solving
problems. However, differences
in backgrounds and norms can
also result in conflict, disruption, and loss of productivity.
The outcome depends largely
on how a workforce is managed.

T

glimpse of the potential social
conflict followers face daily
and help you solve the riddle
of what followers want from
leaders.

What Do Followers Want?

Before we address the wants
of followers (including paid and
volunteer staff), we must
understand why they become
unmotivated. Ivan Scheier has
How Much Do You
identified four key reasons2 volUnderstand Diversity?
unteers lose motivation:
• They sense leaders aren’t
To lead effectively, you must
concerned with their overall
gain a deep understanding of
well-being.
each person’s unique identity,
• They lose interest because
which first requires self-knowlthey’re in positions too menial
edge. Begin by asking yourself
for their abilities.
this: How attuned are you to
• Leaders minimize the
your own social identity? To
importance of their efforts.
assess your identity-based
• They’re placed in positions
awareness, ask yourself1 these
they don’t want.
questions:
When employees (both paid
What social identities –
and volunteer) aren’t seen as
identities you take on when
creative beings, with individual
you’re with other people – do
strengths, passions, and talents,
you recognize in yourself?
they’re liable to become disWhich of these identities is
contented. What would it take
most central to your “true” self?
“The ultimate leader is one who is willfor followers to be fulfilled in
How does your central idening to develop people to the point that
their work and committed to
tity differ from the identities
they eventually surpass him or her in
their leaders? Here are six
others use to make judgments
knowledge and ability.”
things followers want leaders to
about you?
— Fred A. Manske, Jr.
provide:
Which of your social identiFormer Senior V.P.
1. Followers want leaders
ties is a hot button, triggering
for Federal Express
who
appreciate them. Leaders
strong emotional responses in
can show appreciation by
yourself and from others?
acknowledging a job well done. This expression can
Are there aspects of your social identity you must
take many forms, such as a card, note, e-mail, gift,
keep hidden at work? If so, why, and what are the conspecial recognition, or verbal thank you.
sequences?
2. Followers want leaders to need them for more
Which aspects of your central identity make you
than just getting the work done. They want leaders to
unique, and which are similar to the identities of others
value their advice, wisdom, and ideas.
in the organization?
Your responses to these questions will provide a
continued on page 16
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Spearheading the
needed changes may
require a shift in your
organization’s culture.
3. Followers want leaders who
keep their word. If that word is
broken, leaders need to apologize
and seek forgiveness to restore the
working relationship.
4. Followers want leaders who
see them as people of worth, not
simply as means to an end.
Leaders must make time to help
meet followers’ emotional and
relational needs.
5. Followers want leaders who
are vulnerable, teachable, and
approachable. Leaders need to be
open with followers.
6. Followers want leaders to
improve
communication
by
becoming active listeners. Active
listening, a lifeline for the entire
leadership process, requires five
actions3 on the part of leaders:
Clarify questions.
Reflect content.
Mirror feelings.
Make positive assertions.
Be present.

Active listening, a lifeline for
the entire leadership process,
requires five actions on
the part of leaders.
How Can You Make It Happen?
In 2004, researchers conducted
a study4 to see how the quality of
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the match between volunteer and
job affects the likelihood that volunteers will stay with the organization. The researchers found the
greatest motivating factor was
“values.” When you match people
with jobs aligned to their values,
you’re more likely to retain satisfied workers.

Researchers found
the greatest motivating
factor was “values.”
Such a match requires respect
for people’s diversity. Dimensions
of diversity include race, ethnicity,
work experience, values, education, parental and marital status,
location, military experience,
religion, socio-economics, gender,
sexual orientation, physical ability,
and age. Followers want to be
recognized, celebrated, and empowered based on their uniqueness,
which encompasses their culture,
strengths, temperament, experiences, personality preferences,
spirituality, and other values.
Spearheading the needed changes
may require a shift in your organization’s culture.5 Make sure your
culture accommodates followers’
deepest needs. Such a culture will
embrace the core values of innovation, appreciation of diversity, and
recognition of each person’s
individuality.
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How attuned are you to
your own social identity?
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